The new MASTER of SCIENCE DEGREE in TRANSPORTATION is based on an interdisciplinary, intermodal approach to transportation. The program is accessible to students with a wide range of undergraduate degrees including engineering, the social sciences, architecture, management, planning and operations research. Students also participate as research assistants in a large variety of research projects focusing on the role of transportation in solving some of society's basic problems such as equity, energy, the environment, and economic development.

For more information on the program, please write to:
CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION STUDIES
ROOM 1-123
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

tax
(617) 263-5381

Hughes Helicopters is Coming!
We will be on your campus
November 6, 1980

Careers in motion, that's Hughes Helicopters
- Engineering  • Technology
- Computer Sciences

Whatever the field, you can expect opportunity and challenge from production of commercial helicopters to planning the Army's Advanced Attack Helicopter.

We offer excellent benefits, salaries, and a path for progress.
If you want your career in motion, see us and discuss your future. For further information, contact your placement office.

Hughes Helicopters
1140 West Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California 90230

Equal Opportunity Employer/U.S. Citizenship Required

French craft, American style.